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OUTSPAN CHRONICLES
YZERFONTEIN OUTSPAN – 26TH – 28TH APRIL 2019
WOW, what an awesome weekend of laughter, sharing and fellowship. It is priceless when we are able to fall asleep
to the sound of the crashing sea waves and wake up to the birds chirping. And let’s not forget the phenomenal weather
for this time of the year.
Friday night’s geselsvuur was extremely well attended, with several fires keeping everyone warm and cosy while we all
engaged in various conversations filled with fun and laughter. Ingrid and Bronwyn celebrated their birthdays - cake
and eats was provided - what a bonus and Leighton kindly made some soup to warm up the folk into the night. As the
evening progressed randomly, everyone turned in after feeling the impact of the week.

Saturday morning everyone was left to their own devices; campers were just enjoying the camp, others went sightseeing (we know who this is with their new FORD!), visited the cake shop, nursery and opted to enjoy breakfast at a
quaint little venue just outside of the camp. Not forgetting the folk who visited SPAR to shop for their braai-pie fillings.
The rest of the day was enjoyed one way or another up to around midday when the hustle and bustle started with the
preparation of the various pie fillings. Laager 21 you guys “ROCK”, you always up for a challenge. Who would deliver
the most creative braai-pie filling?
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The ‘braai-pie’ taste challenge was arranged for around 7:00pm with Bronwyn and Russell appointed as the
TASTERS. The pies which were presented were FABULOUS, DELICIOUS and so CREATIVE. There were numerous
chicken pies, curry pies, steak pies, smoke chicken and leeks, even dessert pies with marshmallows and chocolate as
well as apple, caramel and nuts. Definitely a prize-winning evening! Once the tasters finished and the sharing of pies
tapered down, the celebrations continued until late in the evening with good conversation, drinks and music.
Our musicians John and Benny – not forgetting their support “BAND ON THE RUN” lead by none other than Leighton,
provided a mix of golden oldies which we all sang along to. Some of the Alzheimer’s clan could not remember all of
the words so we were most thankful to our lead singer, BEVERLEY. Some of the BABY BOOMERS- shame tried to
keep up with the MILLENNIALS, who google the lyrics, it’s just not fair. When “BAND ON THE RUN” literally ran to
bed “DJ ITUNES CLINT ICLOUD“ provided music while we waited to celebrate Desiree P’s birthday at midnight. The
music was that good that LEON and BENNY could not contain themselves and turned into swans, providing us with a
spontaneous LIVE Ballet Show. Just holler, the video is available on request. We have some hidden talent in Laager
21. Regrettably as always, when the fires are at their best it was LALA time.
The comraderie this weekend was outstanding. Everyone’s energy and participation is what made this weekend the
great success that it was.
Thank you for a phenomenal effort by all.
Looking forward to the next camp, LAAGER 21!.

Wayne & Genevieve

We were here! ☺:
Arulandu, Cable, Carelse, De Kock, Gilbert, Jurgens,
Hendricks, Liederman, Lawrence, Manuel, Murray, Pelton,
Pietersen, Shaw, Smith, Vicars,
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Caravans

Trailer
Tent

Tent

Rooftop
Tent

Motorhome

12

1

7

1

1

Apologies:
Schwulst/Morris, Scholtz, Simons, Sinden, Williams

Welcome
A very warm welcome to all our visitors – we
trust you enjoyed your time with us and will visit with
us again!
Visitors:
Woolf family, Sasman family, Geldenhuys family,
Atkinson family, Jackie & Arnalda and Beverley

Congratulations to the following people on your birthdays!
Name
Gavin
Craig
Derick
Adrian
Russell
Janay
Mathew
Ryle
Donovan

Thanks
Thanks to our hosts, Wayne and Genevieve for an awesome weekend!

Surname
Simons
Murray
Sinden
De Kock
Cable
Gilbert
Taberham
Simons
Saffier

May
3
4
17
19
19
25
27
27
31
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Marty
Benny gave Marty to DONOVAN (finally!) for doing absolutely nothing!

General
Upcoming Outspans:
•

AGM 2019:
It had been unanimously decided to move our AGM outspan from Leentjiesklip to Mountain breeze subject to
availability.
Notification of the AGM will go out during the next week.
A reminder that a NEW PARKS list is required for the AGM.
Proxy Vote forms need to be handed in to the Secretary before the AGM.
Only paid up members are eligible to vote.
Menu for the AGM weekend – plate of eats after the AGM, followed by Potjiekos for the evening.

•

VLOEDBOS:
Vloedbos reminder is from 14th to 17th June 2019 – only 10 sites have been secured so this is on a first come
basis.
Request for confirmation of attendance will be sent out via Whatsapp next week.

•

BIRTHDAY OUTSPAN:
Possible choices are Altyd Water (Rawsonville) or Van Zyl’s (Kuilsriver) – Cherie to check availability

•

Charity – proposal made that every 3 months we bring a pack of items to camp,

March
June
Sept
Dec

Soap, face cloth, tissues
Toothpaste, toothbrush, mouthwash
Deodorant, body lotion, talc/baby powder
Shampoo, conditioner, hand sanitizer

General:
•

ONRUS:
The Onrus outspan resulted in a surplus of R3000 due to payment of the initial deposit and after receiving the
final invoice of R6000. Initial costing was for R9000. This money will be kept for next 6 months pending a
possible invoice after Onrus reconciles their books.

•

SOUP:
The club is growing and the pot mixture is too getting too much.
A suggestion was made to rather have a BRING SOUP & SHARE it around the Friday’s geselsvuur.
Following discussion on this aspect the suggestion was adopted that only a green (veggie) mixture soup be
mixed and shared, however members are encourage to bring along any flavour of soup to share, the aim being
that we encourage members getting together.

•

NAGM 2019
The invitation to the NAGM 2019 will be forwarded to the members via email next week.
Costs for the weekend is R300 per person per weekend – R600 per couple

Tips for Campers:
Wayne – check ball shocks on your caravans – brakes won’t work properly if they are damaged
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Fines
Fines Master: – was RENE
FINES:
Russell
Don
John
Wayne

-

Gavin
Merlin
Leighton
Wayne

-

Robbie
Roland
Benny

-

Wayne
Keith
Benny
Leon

-

for not allowing the guys to christen his new Ford
for only buying his wife a birthday present the day after her birthday
for dreaming that Liverpool won 5 1agaonst lofob
for using his caravan window as a TV screen and diving on his bed to show the guys outside
how Liverpool scored a goal
for changing the words of "You never walk alone" to suit Man U
for only using a 2sided triangle in the band
for naming your band, Band on the Run, then running away to go to bed early
for snapping Benny and Roland’s headlights against their foreheads, after which Benny was
lights out
for being so quiet and not your usual bubbly self
for playing with your eiers till they were blue
for his matrix moves somersaulting, triple loops, then falling down and getting up so fast no
one had time to help him up
for forgetting his takkies at home exposing is to his unsexy socks and slops
for only finishing his pot just before midnight
for losing half your braai pie in fire
for insisting on Bohemiam Rhapsody and letting me make a fool of myself

WOODEN SPOON – R10-00
Clint

-

because u didn't get Marty but need to get something to remember your DJ ing night

Remember folks the issue of fines is a fun event and all proceeds go to charity

